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Dynamic Analysis of a Co-Rotating Scroll Compressor 
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Terumaru Harada, Hidenobu Shintaku 
Human Environmental Systems Development Center, 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,Ltd. 
3-1-1, Yagumo-Nakamachi, Moriguchi, Osaka 570-8501, Japan 
ABSTRACT 
In order to achieve the requirements for higher efficiency and lower vibration, we have tried to 
develop co-rotating scroll compressors. This paper presents a method of dynamic analysis for the co-
rotating scroll compressor. Also, the method of dynamic analysis is applied to the mechanisms with 
use of an oldham ring as a joint and without using any joint. As a result of the dynamic analyses, it is 
desirable to use an oldham ring as a joint from the viewpoint of ensuring higher efficiency and 
reliability, although the level of vibration is a little higher. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As the core of home-use air conditioner, a compressor is required to be high-efficiency from 
a viewpoint of energy problem and to be low in vibration and noise from a viewpoint of living 
environment. Recently, scroll compressors have been frequently employed for home-use air 
conditioners, because of their high efficiency resulting from excellent sealing effects and their low 
vibration and noise resulting from having two or more compression chambers in which the pressures 
increase at low speeds. In order to achieve the requirements for higher efficiency and lower vibration 
and noise, scroll compressors have been improved in various waysOl, and now, for further advance, 
they are expected to achieve the requirements through new technology. 
Under such circumstances, we have tried to develop co-rotating scroll compressors. This paper 
presents an analysis method for dynamics of the co-rotating scroll compressors. Furthermore, a part 
of the development of the co-rotating scroll compressor using the analysis method is reported. 
2. STRUCTURE OF CO-ROTATING SCROLL COMPRESSOR 
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the co-rotating scroll compressor, which is provided with a drive 
scroll and a driven scroll combined to make them eccentric only by the distance 12 • The drive scroll is 
rotated by a motor via a driving shaft while the driven scroll is driven directly by the drive scroll or via 
an oldham ring. Behind the baseplates of both scrolls, thrust bearings are fitted to support thrust 
forces acting on both scrolls. The driving shaft and the driven scroll shaft are fitted into journal 
bearings to support radial forces acting on both scrolls. 
The use of a joint as represented by an oldham ring is for driving the driven scroll with the 
drive scroll. On the other hand, as the principle of operation is shown in Fig. 2, it is also possible to 
directly drive the driven scroll with the drive scroll, without using any joint, because both scrolls are 
engaged with each other like gears at contacts in radial direction. 
In this report, an analysis based on mechanical dynamics has been made for each of the 
structures with and without use of a joint (oldham ring). 
3. EQUATION OF MOTION 
The process to derive the equation of the motion for each component element in the case of 
using a joint is explained. Incidentally, the process of calculation of gas forces is the same as for 
dynamic analysis of a scroll compressor<2). 
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Ft-Sx-Psin tl-(ftsl-fts2)cos r; s+(Ol-02)sin tl-{fol +fo2)cos tl == 0, 
Fr-S!_+Pcos tl-(jtsl-fts2)sin r; s-(01-02)cos tl-(fol +fo2)sin tl = 0, 
-Is & -Mo+Prs-(ftsl +fts2)Rths-OJ(Ror+ e sin tJ )-02(Ror- e sin tJ) = 0, 
where, Is is the inertia moment of the drive scroll around Z axis. 




Fig. 5 shows a model of the driven scroll. Fr, Ft and Mo are the radial force, the tangential 
force and the moment due to the gas pressure in the compression chamber, respectively. Ux an
d Uy 
are the constraint forces from the journal bearing acting on the shaft of the driven scroll. Tl an
d T2 
are the reaction forces from the oldham ring, and it is supposed that frictional forces ftl and ft2 a
ct on 
the sliding surfaces against the oldham ring, where, ftl and ft2 are supposed to follow the Coul
omb's 
law of friction. 
Fi is the resultant thrust force due to the gas pressure in the compression chamber, which acts 
on the middle point between the drive scroll center Os and the driven scroll center Oj. Foj is the t
hrust 
force due to the intermediate pressure acting on the baseplate of the driven scroll, which acts o
n the 
point Oj. The method to calculate the thrust constraint force acting on the thrust bearing surfa
ces is 
same as for the drive scroll. The equations of the motion for X, Y axes and around Z axis can be giv
en 
by the following equations. 
-Ft+Ux-(jtjl-ftj2)cos r; i+(Tl-T2)cos tJ +(ftl +ft2)sin tJ = 0, 
-Fr::Uy-(ftjl-ftj2)sin r;j+(Tl-T2)sin tl-(ftl+ft2)cos &=0, 




where, Ij and Rthj are the inertia moment of the driven scroll around Z axis, radius of the 
thrust 
bearing of the driven scroll, respectively. 
3-4 Oldham ring 
Fig. 6 shows a model of the oldham ring. The reaction force and the frictional forces 01, 0 2, 
fol,fo2 from the drive scroll and the reaction force and the frictional forces TJ, T2,ftl,ft2 from
 the 
driven scroll act upon the oldham ring. Also, the equation of the motion of the oldham ring
 was 
obtained with moving coordinate system Xs-Ys-Zs fixed on the drive scroll, where centrifugal force
 Eo 
and Coriolis force Co were taken into consideration. In this case, Xs is the direction connecting the
 two 
grooves of the drive scroll to be engaged with the oldham ring. By using these forces, the equatio
ns of 
the motion for Xs, Ys axes and around Zs axis can be given by the following equations. 
-moxo+Tl-T2+fol+fo2+Eo= 0, OJ-02+ftl+ft2-Co== 0, 
(01+02-TJ-T2)Ror= 0, 
where, mo and xo are respectively the mass and the position of the oldham ring. 
4. NUMERICAL CALCULATION 
4-1 Method of calculation 
(13) 
(14) 
Normal differential equation with respect to fJ (incl. frictional forces and torques) is obtained 
by deforming equations (2), (9) and (12) in the preceding chapter by using (13), (14). 
& ={-2Mo-Lu-Lq+N-(ftsl +fts2)Rths-(ftjl +ftj2)Rthj+(ftl +ft2-Co) e sin {I 
+(moxo-fol-fo2-Eo) e sin {I} I (lo+ls+lj), (15) 
which was worked out by the Runge-Kutta method. 
Also, by arranging each equation in the preceding chapter, the constraint force and moment 
can be obtained as the function of fJ (incl. frictional forces and torques). The frictional forces and
 




3~ 1 Driving shaft 
Fig. 3 shows a model of the driving shaft. 8 is the angle of rotation in the counterclockwise 
direction of the driving shaft. The constraint forces from the journal bearing are Qx, Qy, the reaction 
forces from a boss of the drive scroll are Sx, Sy, and the reaction force from a key which secures the 
driving shaft end to the drive scroll boss is P. The equilibrium expressions of forces acting on the 
driving shaft, in the directions of X and Y, are as follows. 
-Qx+Sx+Psin 8=0, -Qy+Sy-Pcos 8=0 (l) 
Suppose that the inertia moment of the driving shaft around Z axis is I o, and the motor drive torque is 
N, and the clockwise friction torque from the journal bearing is Lq, as shown in Fig. 3. The equation 
of the motion of the driving shaft is as follows. 
-lo 8 -Prs-Lq+N= 0, (2) 
where, rs is radius of the boss. Incidentally, the friction of the journal bearing is supposed to follow the 
Coulomb's law of friction. 
3-2 Drive scroll 
Fig. 4 shows a model of the drive scroll. Fr, Ft and Mo are the radial force, the tangential force 
and the moment due to the gas pressure in the compression chamber, respectively. Sx and Sy are the 
reaction forces from the drive shaft acting on the drive scroll boss, and P is the reaction force from the 
key which secures the drive scroll boss to the driving shaft end. OJ and 02 are the reaction forces 
from the oldham ring. It is supposed that frictional forces fol and fo2 act on the sliding surfaces 
against the oldham ring, which are subject to the Coulomb's law of friction. 
Fi is the resultant thrust force due to the gas pressure in the compression chamber and acts on 
the middle point between the drive scroll center Os and the driven scroll center Oj. Fos is the thrust 
force due to the intermediate pressure acting on the baseplate of the drive scroll, and acts on the point 
Os. In order to calculate the thrust constraint force that acts on the thrust bearing surfaces, moments 
Msx and Msy around X, Y axes are to be obtained as the following equations. 
Msx=-Fi e /2-Fr(BI2+Tk)+(-Sy+Pcos 8 )Ds, 
Msy=Ft(BI2+Tk)+(Sx+Psin 8 )Ds, 
(3) 
(4) 
where, B, Tk and Ds are height of the wrap, thickness of the baseplate, distance from the baseplate to 
the point where Sx and Sy act, respectively. The resultant moment of Msx and Msy is Msm and the 
counterclockwise angle from the axis X is 7J s : 
Msm=( Ms:i'- +Msy2 ;112, lJ s=tan-1 ( Msy/Msx) (5) 
Here, in order to simplify the subject, it is supposed that the thrust force is represented by Ftsl and 
Fts2 acting on two points on the line right-angle to Msm passing through the point Os, which can be 
given by the following equations. 
Ftsl=(Msm/Rths+Fi-Fos)/2, Fts2=(-Msm!Rths+Fi-Fos)/2, (6) 
where, Rths is radius of the thrust bearing of the drive scroll. If Ftsl and Fts2 are negative, they act on 
the driven scroll instead of the thrust bearing. With the thrust constraint forces obtained, frictional 
forces ftsl and fts2 on the thrust bearing surfaces can be obtained. Then ftsl and fts2 are supposed to 
follow the Coulomb's law of friction. 
By using the introduced forces and moments, the equations of the motion for X, Y axes and 
around Z axis can be given by the following equations. 
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4-2 Conditions for calculation 
The compressors subjected to the present analysis are those for room air conditioners using 
R410A. Displacement volume and volume ratio are respectively 9.0cc/rev and 2.1. Major 
specifications of the co-rotating compressor for numerical calculations are shown in Table 1. Also, the 
operational conditions for the compressor are shown in Table 2. 
5. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 
5-1 Drive torque 
Fig. 7 shows the drive torque. It suggests that a little larger vibration is created when a joint is 
used, compared with the case of using no joint. It can be considered that the vibration is produced as 
the center of gravity of the joint (oldham ring) is deflected. Accordingly, it is clear that using no joint 
is desirable from the viewpoint of less vibration. 
5-2 Force of each part 
Fig. 8 shows the gas force in the compression chamber that acts on the wrap, and Fig. 9 shows 
the force that acts on the wrap contacts of both scrolls. It is clear that the force acting on the wrap 
contacts is nearly equal to the gas force in the compression chamber when no joint is used. Therefore, 
for no joint, it is necessary to improve the strength of the wrap. 
Fig. 10 shows 01, 02, Tl and T2 that act on the oldham ring when a joint is used. In this case, 
the force to drive the driven scroll will not act on the wrap contacts of both scrolls. Also, it is clear that 
the force acting on the oldham ring is less than the force acting on the wrap contacts in using no joint. 
Fig. 11 shows the level of the constraint force acting on the journal bearing of the drive side 
and Fig. 12 shows its direction. It is clear that the constraint force is less when a joint is used. Also, it 
can be found that the constraint force of the journal bearing acts in a specific direction irrespective of 
the rotating angle. Therefore, it is desirable to use a joint from the viewpoint of the strength of the 
wrap and from the viewpoint of reliability of the bearing. 
S-3 Mechanical losses 
The calculated results for the mechanical losses are shown in Table 3. It is clear that the losses 
at all sliding pairs except for the thrust contact between both scrolls, are less for using a joint than for 
using no joint. Therefore, it is desirable to use a joint from the viewpoint of higher efficiency. 
6. CONCLUSION 
\\e have established a method of analysis based on mechanical dynamics for co-rotating scroll 
compressors. Also, by using the method of analysis, we have performed an analysis based on 
mechanical dynamics with respect to the structures with use of a joint (oldham ring) and without using 
any joint to achieve the following conclusion. 
1) Vibration of the driving torque is less when no joint is used. 
2) Forces acting on the wrap contacts and the journal bearing are less when a joint is used. 
3) Mechanical losses at sliding pairs are less when a joint is used. 
From the results of analysis, it is desirable to use a joint from the viewpoint of ensuring higher 
efficiency and reliability, although the level of vibration is a little higher. 
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Fig.l Structure of co-rotating 
scroll compressor 
Fig.2 Principle of operation 
Fig.3 Model of driving shaft 
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Fig.4 Model of drive scroll Fig.5 Model of driven scroll 
Table 1 Major specifications 
Table 2 Operational conditions for numerical calculations 
1 (Cooling operation) " 1.91 XI0·3m rs 8.75X Io-Jm Io 43.1 X JQ-6kg m2 B !LOX 1o-3m Suction pressure 
Is 125. X J0·6kg m2 Tk 9.00X1o-Jm 1.218MPa 
Ij 125. X J0-6kg m2 Ds 13.0X1o-3m Discharge pressure mo 37.0X 10·3kg f.! thrust 0.004 2.831MPa 
Rths 17.5XJ0·3m f.l oldham 0.04 
Rthj 17.5Xl0·3m f.l journal 0.012 
Rotating speed 
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Fig.l2 Directions of forces 
on journal bearing of drive side 
Table 3 Calculated results for mechanical losses . (Unit: W) 
Drive side Driven side 
Journal Thrust Journal Thrust Thrust Oldham Wrap Total 
bearing bearing bearing bearing contact ring contacts mechanical loss 
Without joint 20.3 22.1 20.4 22.1 3.4 - 7.8 96.1 
With joint 15.6 20.0 15.8 20.4 6.2 2.4 - 80.4 
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